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1. Notation and generalities. We shall in this paper deal with sums of

independent, identically distributed, positive, continuous random variables,

whose distribution lies within the domain of attraction of a stable law. We

denote the random variables by Xk, £ = 1,2, • • • , their distribution function

by F(x), and their sum by Sn = S"= 1 A'*. We thus are given

(1) P(Xk ^ x) = 1 - F(x) = h(x)/x-> for x > x0

where 0<7<2, and h(x) is such that for any positive constant c,

lim h(cn)/h(n) = 1.
n—.«

For 1 <7<2 we write p = E(X) and Wn = Sn—np. We define b„ so that

(2) 1   - F(bn)   =   l/».

The^distribution function Gy(x) is to denote the stable law of index (7, —1)»

its characteristic function is given by

<t>y(t) = exp   - I / |t (cos — - i sin — sign t) T(l - 7) (0 < 7 < 1)

(3)

= exp    |/|t(cos-isin — sign/J7r(-7) (1 < 7 < 2).

It is known [l] that when (1) is satisfied by the random variables Xk then

lim P(Sn < bnx) - Gy(x) for 0 < 7 < 1,
n—»-oo

(4)
lim P(Wn < bnx) = Gy(x) for 1 < 7 < 2.

Throughout the paper the symbols C, c, Cx, Mx, etc. will stand for constants
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which are not necessarily the same each time the symbol is used. Likewise

for e, v, 5, etc. which denote arbitrarily small given positive numbers.

The function hix) appearing in (1) determines the order of magnitude of

the error [2] in the limit theorems (4). In what follows we shall make the

following assumptions on the function &(x)(2): a. Let r(w) be a function which

tends to infinity with n and

(5) (lg m)1-5 = Oirin)) for any 8 > 0.

b. Assume that for

(6) r(w)"2 ^ x < rin)3'-'

we can write as n—> °°

hinx) lAx, n)      hix, n) /hix, n)\
(7) -i—i- l+-^-^ + ^--- + o(-^-^)

hin) r{n) r(w)2 \ r(«)2 /

where in the range (6) the functions hix, n) and hix, n) are o(r(w))e for any

e>0. c. As x—>oo, /{(x, n) = oix~v) for some t?>0. Under these conditions we

can conclude [2 ] that the following asymptotic estimates are valid as n—>°° :

For 0 < 7 < 1, let x -> 0, x > [*7/(2 - e) lg rQ)n) ] ""^ >\

For 1<T<2, let *-> - oo, | x\  < [(2 - e) lgr(i„)/*7](T-1)'7;

then:

0 < t < 1,    P(S„ < &nx) ~ A^x^1"?' exp [-*Tar»/o-7)](

1 <7 < 2,    P(W„ <&„x)~ A"7| x |-r/2(Y-D exp [-*7| sl*'^1'.],

where

0 < 7 < 1,     ky = F(l - 7)1/(1-1-){77/(i-T) - 7i/d-7)})

1 < 7 < 2,  *7 = r(-Y)-I'(T_1){(i/7)1/(ir"I) - (i/t)7'^1'}

and

0 < 7 < 1,  tf7 = [r(l - 7)i/(i-T)(7i/(i-r) - 7(2-T)/(i-T))27r]-1'2,

1 < 7 < 2, Ky = [r(-7)-1'<''-1V(l'-1){(1/7)7/<T-1) - (l/7)(2^1)/(l^1)}2ir]-1'2.

2. Introduction. In this paper we shall be interested in obtaining strong

bounds for the sums 5„. Strong upper bounds were derived by Feller [3] from

a more general theorem of his on strong bounds for random variables with

infinite moments [4]. The same results had also been obtained by Marcin-

kiewicz   [5] and Levy   [6]  by more elementary considerations (3). Strong

(2) These conditions are satisfied, for instance, when h(x) is of the following type: (lg *)",

exp (lglg x)v, exp exp (lg3 x)p, p>0, etc.

(3) Levy assumed in the case 1 <7<2 that the first moment is zero.
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lower bounds were so far unknown except in a special case [7; 8] with 7 = 1/2.

We shall here obtain strong lower bounds for Sn. We are able to cover all

cases in which the error term in the limiting approach to the stable distribu-

tion is of magnitude at most equal to (lg n)~2+s for any 5>0.

As was stated in §1 the order of magnitude of the error is determined by

the rate of growth of the function h(x) in (1). It is possible that as the func-

tion h(x) is allowed to increase more and more rapidly, the strong lower

bounds which we obtain will need to be amended in a similar way as was done

for the general law of the iterated logarithm [9]. We note, incidentally, that

for 7 = 2, our reasoning gives this law for identically distributed positive r.v.

For the sake of completeness we state in §4 the known theorems on strong

upper bounds. They can also be obtained by the methods of this paper, the

calculations being much simpler than those in §3.

Random variables of the type dealt with appear, for instance, in the

study of recurrent events. The r.v. Xk here denotes the first recurrence time

of this event and is always positive. If the recurrence time has infinite vari-

ance, Feller [3] shows that its distribution must be of such a type. The prob-

lem of determining strong lower bounds for sums of such r.v. was also raised

by Feller. In §5 we translate our results in terms of the r.v. 7V„, the index of

the «th recurrence of a recurrent event.

Our method of proof rests essentially on a lemma of Chung and Erdos

[lO]. This lemma states: Let 7*^ 173) denote the conditional probability of

A given B; let E stand for the complement of E. Given then an infinite se-

quence of events £1, E2, • ■ ■ , E„, • ■ •  satisfying:

(1) H:=xP(En)=«>.
(2) For every positive integer h there exists a constant c, depending only

on h, and an integral valued function H(n) >n, such that for every k^H(n)

and n^h, we have

P(Eh\Ek •••£„)> cP(Ek).

(3) There exist two constants Ci and c2 with the following property: to

each Ej there corresponds a set of events £/„ • • • , Ejs belonging to {En}

such that:

£ P(EjEji) < CxP(Ej)
1=1

and if k>j but Ek is not among the Ej, (l^i^s) then

P(EjEk) < ctP(Ej)P(Ek),

Under these conditions it follows that

P(En i.o.) = 1,

where E„ i.o. stands for "the event E„ occurs for infinitely many «."
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Our proof in the case of convergence borrows part of its reasoning from

Feller's proof of the general law of the iterated logarithm.

We should like to remark that although the results of this paper are sim-

ple, the necessary calculations are extremely laborious. The same is true for

Feller's proof of the general law of the iterated logarithm. We do not know

whether this complexity is inherent in this type of theorem; but we venture

to hope that a deeper fundamental insight into the mechanism of strong laws

might simplify matters eventually.

3. Strong lower bounds for Sn.

Theorem I. Let 0<7<1, let ^(w) f oo, \pin)/n I 0; then

PW)   =  PiSn <  bn/Hbn)1'-'i.O.)   = 0   Of   1

as

I lit) =  f   [iK*)!'2"-!0/*] exp [-ky^ixy^-^dx < oo  or = ».

We henceforth write <f>n=<t>ibn) for all functions under consideration. We first

prove some lemmas.

Lemma a. If Theorem I holds for all functions ^(rc) satisfying the following

inequality for arbitrary positive e:

(10) +(n) =- [(1 + •) lg lg n/kyY-y

then it holds in general.

Proof. Case I: Let g(w) be an arbitrary function satisfying the conditions

of the theorem and 7i(g) < oo. Denote the expression on the right-hand side

of (10) by <pin). Define $(x) =min {gix), <£(x)}. Then since clearly Iii<p) < °°,

we have L(^) < °° and since $(«) satisfies (10)

1/-V

PiSn   <  bn/K   1.0.)   =   0

and hence certainly

PiSn < bJgT i.o.) = 0.

Case II. Let gin) be an arbitrary function satisfying the conditions of the

theorem and Ii(g) = oo. Define again #(x) =min {gix), <£(x)}. Now Ii(^) = °°.

Hence by the assumption of the lemma

PiSn < bJtT i.o.) = 1,
l/T

PiSn  < bn/<Pn     Lo.)   = 0.

Then there must exist an infinite sequence of indices ru rt, • • •  with #r< = gTi

and
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P(Sri < bj$ri i.o.) = 1. Q.E.D.

Thus henceforth we consider only <p(x) satisfying (10).

Then by (8) and (9) of the introduction it follows that:

(11) P(Sn < bn/tl!7) = Ky+:imi~y) {exp [-^„/(1_7)]}(l + 0(1)).

We define a sequence {«*} as follows: let 0<a<6 be constants and

(12) C(l + a/**™) ^ C < blk(l + &/-C1"10).

Such a sequence exists since (o„/^„)—><». We derive

Lemma b. 7i(^) converges or diverges with the sum

(13) 2^»* exp [~ky4>nk      ] = l^Pnk.
k k

We shall repeatedly make use of these inequalities: let 0<x<l, then

(x/2)<lg (l+x)<x and 2x>-lg (l-x)>x. Write byn=pn, 0.-/9»-i=<r„

then

/3» V     Pn     /       5\/3„_,/      /3B

and hence

E  — S    2:   Ig -^— = Ig -r— < lg r 1 +• /T7cl=^ ) < TT77r=7J
n-»»+l Pn n-nt+l P\,-l 0„» \ f. 7 / $n

k ™*

and

"V   -       1 1   finkn a

^    ft 7    g    ft A,!,ll<-1-') '
n=nt+l Pn * Pnt ty

Now since Pn i   and \pn T   and P„#/<1_'1'> | 0, we  have   for w*<«^rc*+i,

7'„t+1^Pn<P„iand

^ l/d-7) -^ *» V    *n 1/(1-7) ^ 1/(1-7) ^ °«

k nj—i<n^n* Pn n      Pn k nk-i<n£nk   Pn

These two sets of inequalities combine to give:

t  ia\ v r    l ,1/(1-7)1 ^ -<r->        1 a»       r    i ,V(H)i(«/4) Z -—j- exp [- M-..       ] < J —— - exp [- M-- ]

(14) *,"» ^"

<6 Z-exp [— kyxl/nt      ]■Y    ,1/2(1-7)        ^   L 7,rn* J
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However the convergence or divergence of the integral Ii(\p) is determined

by:

y,(xyi*u-y)/x] exp [-kyip(xy"-l-^]dx

(15)
-, ffc   ^(x)1'2'1"^ i/u-t>

= /_, I        -exp [— &7^(x) Jix.
n    */»„_ X

The sum (15) is greater than

Z/0n — 0n-l\      1/2(1-7) r       ,     ,1/(1-7),
(-1 «A« exp L-^n        J

n    \ Mn /

and less than

E/0n — /3n-l\      1/2(1-7) r       ,     , 1/(1-7). i
(-)^« exp   [-M'n J

n     \       Pn-1       /

since taking into account the result of Lemma a, for n sufficiently large the

ratio i0n-i/0n) will exceed 1/2; it follows that these two sums converge and

diverge together. Hence we compare them to the expression in the middle of

(14) and obtain Lemma b.

Lemma c. For any constant c we have:

(16) P(Sn < ibn/+T)il + c/+n'a-y))) ~ eVc/(1"7)P(Sn < bn/+T)

whereas for c„—>+ oo, but {cn/ipl^1""^ <c<l — n, we have:

ill)   PiSn < ibn/rPny)il + cJ+T^)) ~ C exp *t7*"(1 + *> P{Sn < b*/+\h)
1 - 7

where 0 <# <c(l — 7)_1.

We prove the second part of the lemma. The probability on the left of

(17) equals by (8), (9), and (11):

V   l<      I ,,1/d-T),7/2(1-7),-1/2(1-7) ( r        ,.    ,1/<1-T>,1      , , ,«(H) rIKH),,
Kyil+Cn/^n ) f» {exp   [-kjpn (1 + Cj^n ) J]

■(1 + 0(1)).

We expand the expression in the exponential into:

L 1-7  W^ U - T)2   Vi'*1""1*/  J

where 0<t?'<l. Since |c„| <c^/(1"~7> (17) follows. The result (16) is obtained

more simply yet by a similar expansion.
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Let us then assume that the series (13) converges. With the aid of (16)

we conclude that

(18) P(Snk <   (6nt/vO(l + 2b/7tnT~y))i.O.)   = 0.

Thus for almost all values assumed by the sequence of r.v. Xx, X2, • • • , Xn,

and when k is such that nk gn <nk+1, the sums

Sn ̂  Snk >   (WlC)(l + 20/7lC1_T>)

> (W*»*+I)(l - W»»(1-T))(l + 2b/y^nT~y))

> (bn/iT)(l   -   VrC'"T>)(l  +  ̂ b/y^k1^)   >   (bn/+T)

and consequently

(19) P(Sn < bn/inh 1.0.)   =   1.

We proceed to the case in which (13) diverges. In order to simplify our nota-

tion we write k' for nk, (k + l)' for nk+l etc. To prove that under the given

circumstances P(Sn<bn/yp1n/"' i.o.) = l, we define the events

Fk:Sk> < bk'/\f/k'

and show that the conditions (1), (2), (3) of the lemma of Chung-Erd6s are

satisfied for these events.

Condition (1): Z* -^(T7*) = °° follows from (11) since (13) diverges.

Condition (2): Consider the probability P(Fk\Fh, • • • , Fm) for any

h = l, • ■ • , m and for k^H(m), where 77(w) is to be determined. Since

S'tf-m' = Sk' — Sm< is independent of Sm> it follows that:

P(Fk | Fh ■ ■ ■ Fm) ^ P(Fk, Sm, < b'm. \Fh---Fm)

= P(Sm. + S'k,-m. < (bk./fkiy) - oL, Sm~ < L-1 Fh • ■ ■ Fm)

> P(S'k'-m' < (bk./+t'y) - bl)P(Sm- < oL \Fh---Fm).

The second term in the product equals:

1 - P(Sm. ^ b'm,, Fh • • • Fm)/P(Fh • ■ ■ Fm)
(20) 3

^ 1 - P(Sm. £ bm.)/P(Fh ■■■Fm).

We shall prove that P(Fh ■ • ■ Fm)>&~/y. From this follows then, since

P(Sm-^bl)<brfy(l+o(l)) by (4), that for m sufficiently large (20) will be
greater than 1 — b~?y ■ bl\< > 1 — e. Now the probability under study is given by:

(21) P(Sh. ̂  bh,/fl'.y, ■■■ ,Sm. ¥bm,/Hy) g; ft P(Sj' ̂  bj./^l?)
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since the r.v. are positive. But this product equals

fid" {exp [-^(1-7)]}/^2<1-7))(l + oil)),
i-h

However for large j, {exp [-^}/(1_T>]} (l+o(l))<(a/2)^71/2(1-7) hence the

above exceeds

fi(l- a/lW\

But by (12), il+o/ti/a-yi)-1&b}/bl+iy. Expansion of the left-hand side of
this inequality and comparison with the terms of the above product indicates

that this product exceeds by>/bl\- > b„y.
Consider now the expression

PiS'V-m. < $*/*¥) - b\.) > PiSk> < ibh./$ ) - b*m.)

If now we choose k large enough so that ibn\!yplJy/bk>) <c/\plJ{X~y), then by

Lemma c the probability (22) will exceed: CiPiSk><bk>/\p1Jy and hence

P(F*|F„ • • • Fm)>(l— e)GP(F*). The condition mentioned can be reduced

to

(23) bh, > Kbltf™.

Since ypv < (lg bki)1_r, this condition can be satisfied for all k 2i Him), by

choosing Him) so that bk' > b^. This will certainly be true if Him) > m' + lg m'

as can be seen from the definition (12) of the sequence {nk}.

Lemma d-. Let Iity) = <*>. If Theorem I holds for all ^(n) satisfying

(24) Un) 2: (lg lg »/2*T)^,

then the theorem holds in general.

Proof. Let gin) be an arbitrary function satisfying the conditions of the

theorem and L(g) = oo. Call the expression on the right of the inequality (24),

<f>in). Let if (x) =max (g(x), <£(x)). Then $(«) satisfies (24). If we can show that

Iii$) = °° then it will follow from the hypothesis that PiSn<bn/$nly i-°-)= L

and certainly whenever Sn <bn/$fy we have also that Sn<bn/gn/y; hence the

lemma. Let us then assume that L(if) < oo which will lead to a contradiction.

Now /i(#) < oo implies the existence of an infinite sequence of indices

«i, «2, • • -with #(»,•) =g(«i)>(lg lg ni/ky)1-^. On the other hand since

L(g) = °°, there must exist an infinite sequence of indices mi, mi, • • • with
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g(mi) ^^(mi) and thus with g(mi) g(lg lg mi/2ky)1~y =<b(mi). Let then n,t and

mik> be indices such that:

(25) g(nik)>(lglgnik/kyy-y,

(26) (lg lg n/kyy~y ^ g(n) > (lg Ig n/2kyY~y for mk <n< «,y

and

(27) g(mih.) ^(Iglgm^^k.y-y.

There exists an infinite number of such k by the discussion above. We recall

that g(n) is a monotonically increasing function, since it is to satisfy the con-

ditions of Theorem I, and hence

(lg lg nik/kyy-» < (lg lg mik,/2kyy-y

or

(28) mih. > («,■*)'« »•*.

However for all n in the range nik<n<mik we have $(n) =g(n) and thus by

the above:

hit) >EE ^—exp [-ky}(n + DVa-y)]
k   „_„,v  n + l

^ (lg  lg  W)l/2d-7)

>   *   ni?ik 2^¥<y(n + 1) lg (n + 1)

> C Y. Og lg («u)lgn'* ~ lg lg »<*)
k

> CZlglg«.t= «, Q-E.D.

Lemma e. For m>r, and k, j, I and t positive quantities:

(29) P(Sr < k, Sm < j) < P(Sr < k)P(Sm^r < j),

(30) P(t  <Sr<k,Sm<l)< P(Sr <  QPtfn-r < I ~  t).

Proof. If we let Fn(x) denote the distribution function of Sn, the left-hand

sides of (29) and (30) equal respectively

f   Fm-r(j ~   x)dFT(X)   <  P(Sr  <   k)P(Sn^r  < j),
Jo

F^T(l - x)dFT(x) < P(Sr < k)P(Sm-r <l-t)

when we recall that the random variables are positive. Let now
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l/<y l/T

Pr  =   PiSnk  <  bnJfnt ,   Snr   <  *,,/*,, ).

By (29) this probability is less than

liy liy

(31) PiSnk   <   bnJ+nk)PiSnr-nk  <  hr/K).

Now consider all r for which:

r**\ -^ i/d-T)
(32) n, > CiWi^„r

then for such r,

i33) inr - nk) > wr(l - Ci/4>nr    7 )

and

h(nr - nk) _  h[nr(l - »*/«,)] /      1     \

kith) " *W " Wr)1^/

by (7); for by (32), />1 -(n*/«r)>l -Ci/^(1_T). Then

bnr-nk   =   («r ~ «*)       («(»r ~ «*)) >  Wr     («(«r)       (1  ~  Ca^n, ))

>   bnril   ~   C^l'^).

Hence the second probability in the product (31) will be less than:

PiSnr-nk   <   (&nr-ntAC)(l   "   W*^))

yckyf(l-y) 1/7

< Cie P(5„r_„t   <  bn,-nk/^nT )

by (16). Thus by (8), (9), and i33) it follows that

\!y Iff

(34) (31)    <   ClPiSnk   <   bnk/+nk)PiSnr  <   &„,/*», ).

We next proceed to the case in which (32) does not hold, i.e.

/,,s _ ,1/(1-7)
(35) Mr  <   CiHUpn,

We call the set of indices in which (35) is valid the set Qk. Applying (7) we

have for r£Qk:

h{nT) hinT) (     1     \ , ,   %  ,^
(36) —— =-—-= 1 + 0[-) = 1 + Oirink)-1+t),

hink)      hinrink/nr)) V(wr)1 7

Hnr) hinT) (     1    \
(37) --___-—-=l+0(-),

hinT — nk)      hinril — (»*/«••)) V(wr)1 7

h(n* ~~ nk)      hinhinr/nh) - 1) (     1     \
(38) -=-=1+01 ——-— ) .

h{nk) hink) VVn)1 7
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The required relations (6) are satisfied in these three cases by virtue of the

following inequalities derived from (10), (12), (24), and (35): l>(nk/nr)

>l/citiia-y);l> 1 -(nk/nr)> 1 -(nk/nk+i)> 1 -c,/^1^; c^^^cx+T^

> (nT/nk) -1 > (nk+1/nk) -1 >c6/^<1_7).

From (12) we now derive the double inequality:

(39)      bik fr (i + a/+nTy)) ̂  bir < bik n (i + b/+n'r\

For rGQk the left-hand inequality leads to:

nk g nT[h(nr)/h(nk)]/(l + a/^^y-"

^ nr(l - a(r - Q/fyl'™ )(1 + 0(r(nr)~'))

and hence:

(40) (r-k)< (i/a)((nr - nk)/nr) ^T~y) < (i/a)rPn'r<l~y\

With the aid of (24) we then obtain an upper bound to the number of indices

contained in Qk; i.e. for rGQk'-

(41) (r - k)< C3(lg lg bnt)l+s, 1 > 8 > 0.

We consider first the subset Q\ of Qk for which:

(42) bnr < 6„r_„tM1/T

where p is a constant exceeding 64(l+e)o/a. The probability (31) will now

be less than

P(Sn„   <  bnJr%k)P(Snr-nk  <  bnr-nkp"7**)•

Hence we conclude with the aid of (10) and (24):

£    Pr <  P(Snk  <  6„X7)     Z    exp    [-^TV1"1^]

< P(Snk  <  bnjr^k)     £    exp    [-Mglg6n4]
rGO*

(43) <  P(Snk   <   bnjjll)     Z    (lg hk)~Py
rG0t

< CiPtfn,  <   bnk/4>1nty)(lglgbnk)1+\lgbnk)~Py

< MxP(Snk < b»J+"k)

for k large enough, py =m-1/(1_t)/2. We next consider the set Q\GQk for which

(44) 6nr  >   bnr-nkplly

or
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,.„ «, — «*< »r/V(»r)//i«(«r — nk)

(45)
< 2nr/n

by (37). For rEQl, (40) and (45) lead to:

ir- k)< S&^/op

(46) < (l+e)161glgw*/£7aM

_    ,l/(l-7)/26

since j* was chosen greater than 64(l + e)6/a. We are now allowed to expand

the right-hand side of the product (39) to obtain

(47) blhil + air - k)/^^) < bl, < bl„U + 26(r - k)/^"")-

Let A be a constant <b. Consider

P'r  =   PiSnk  <   ibnk/iJk)il   ~   (f -   k)A/^^\ Sn,  <  ft*/**)

< Pisnk < (WC)(1 -(r- k)A/^^\

We apply Lemma c, (17), to this probability, noting that by (46):

Air- ky+n^ < 1/2,

and obtain:

P'r < C6{exp [-kyir - k)Ayil+fi)/il - y)]}PiSnh < WlC)

and

oo

E Pi < CtPiSnt < WlC) £  exp [-c7ir - *)]
rE«4' r-*+l

(48) <  3f2P(5nt < bnJ+17).

Finally we consider:

£   ftM«)(l  -  fr -   *)^/C1_1,))   < &, < K/ir!k,Snr < bnj+l'r).

By (30) this is less than

•(1 - (r- *)„/*•».      )),

From (47) follows that:
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(o„r/iC) - (o„t/C)(l - (r - k)A/inTy))

< OWCXU + 2b(r - *)/CW)) ~ 1 - (' - *M/A<W>)

< (&«*/*«*        )(r - *)((2 b/y) + A).

From (40) follows

(51) n, - »» > (a/4)(r - k)nr/ila~y) > («/*)(»• - tint/*"™.

Hence

r

^ /■ /ay/y//    uy/y/ti/ya~y\j.
> (a/8)    ((' - *)    /*», )o»*

by (38). The probability in (49) is then less than:

P(5Bi < Ont/fniT)     Z   P(Snr-n* < 6nr-ntC8/(r -  k^'7)
rEfl*'

00

(52) < P(5ni < 6Bt/^n7) V exp - c*ky(r - k)
r-Jb

< ilfaP^n, < bnMk).

The inequalities (43), (48), and (52) together prove that:

Z    Pr <   (Mx + Mz+ Mi)P(Snt < bnjfn?),
rGOt

and together with (34) they verify condition c of the lemma of Chung-Erdos.

Theorem II. Let Ky<2, let \p(n) f <», \p(n)/n[ 0; then

P(+) = P(Sn -np< - bn-p(bnyiyi.o.) = 0 or 1

OS

/•* d/(xYl2<-y-l,>
-exp [-hM%y«-r-»\dx < oo  or = oo.

1                   X

The proof of this theorem does not differ appreciably from that of Theo-

rem I. We shall only work out the points of difference between the two proofs.

We again write ipn for yp(bn).

Lemma a' and Lemma d'. If Theorem II holds for all functions \p(n) satisfy-

ing the following inequalities:
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(53) (lg lg n/2ky)y~i ^ fin) < ((1 + «) lg lg w/^)7"1

then it holds in general.

We have by (6) and (8) when we assume henceforth that fin) satisfies

(53):

(54) PiWn < - bnfn) = Kyff^ {exp [- kyfT~l)}} (1 + o(l)).

We define a sequence nk by

(55) bljA + a/fnT") = blk+l < blkil + b/inTl)).

Lemma b'. Iiif) converges or diverges with:

,c*l\ v^ ,1/2<t-1>        r    i .""-"i
(56) l^fnk exp  \~kyfnk J.

k

Lemma c'. For any constant c we have:

(57) PiWn < - bnfTil ~ c/fT-l))) ~Ce7ci7/(7-1,P(PF„ < - &X)

whereas for c„—>+ oo, but |c»/$/<7_1)| <c<l— n, we have

Uy ll(y-11 yckyCnil + I?) 1/7
(58) PiWn <   - W.(l - Cjfn ')) ~C exp^^--PiWn <  - bnfn)

7 - 1

where 0<d<ciy — l)~1.

The proof of these four lemmas follows the exact lines of the correspond-

ing lemmas for the case 0 <7 < 1. To proceed to the proof of the theorem, we

first consider the case of convergence, i.e. we assume that the series (56)

converges. With the aid of Lemma c' we then conclude that

(59) PiWnk < - (fc.jC)(l + b/fH^Yi-o.) = 0.

We define the following events for «*^«<w*+i:

An:Wn< -bnfT,

Bnk-.Wnt+1 ~Wn<  K^^V'^ ,

Ck-.Wnk+1   <   -   bnk+/n'kil  + b/yfn^)-

If we can show that (59) implies that for N sufficiently large:

(60) P ( £  An ) < e,
\ n=N /

it would follow that
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P(Wn < - W,i.o.) = 0,

and thus the first part of Theorem II would be proven. From (55) we deduce,

since 6„ = »1/^(«)1'1',

nk+1      /        2?-16\
-<(l + -i7^)-

nk        \        >Pnk     /

Thus for nk^n<nk+x,

h <:   A ^A     .1-1/7   1/7,1/7(7-1)
0„k+l-n  S  bnk+1-nk < 0„t2 0      /^„t

Also, since by (1) the distribution of W,lt,-» approximates the stable dis-

tribution :

P(Bnk)   =   P(Wnk+l-n   <   ~  Kk+i-n2^b^-^)

~ 1 - (20T-1)-1 > 1/2

if 6> 1. At all points of the intersection of AnBnk we have then:

Wnk+l  =Wn+  Wnk+l-n  <   ~   K+T +  bn^b/^^

<   -  bn/nhk(l   ~   20/^r1')

< - K+xCd - V2cy-\i - 2b/cy-l))

<-bnk+l^:(l+b/inT1));

so that Ck'DAnB„k for all n such that nk^n<nk+i. On the other hand Am and

Bnk are independent whenever m^n. Thus:

(nt+l \ nk+i / n—l \

Z     AnBnk)=       Z     P UnBnk   ~   AnBnk      Z     AmBmk)

nfc+l / n—l \

^       Z     P [ AnBnk  -  AnBnk      Z     ̂ m\
»=»*+! ^ m=nfc+l /

nfc+i / n—l \

= Z     P(Bnk)P[An-  An      Z     Am)
n=nt+l \ m=n*+l /

^ \ n-nt+l        /

Thus

(nt+i \

Z   An) < 2P(Ck).
n=nk+X /

But we know from (53) and (59) that Z* P(Ck) < °°. The relation (60) then
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follows readily from the above inequality. Let now the series (59) diverge.

We proceed to prove the second part of Theorem II. The points of difference

with the case 0 <7 < 1 in the proof of the validity of the conditions of Chung-

Erdos arise from the fact that the random variables Wn are now not necessar-

ily positive. If we define F* as the event:

Fk:Wnk<   -bnkfnk

then condition (2) is verified exactly as before when we write Wn for Sn and

bnfn/y for bn/fny throughout the proof. We change the condition Sm><b3m> into

Wm< <&„- and obtain as before:

PiFk | Fh ■ ■ • Fm) > PiW'k'-m- < - bvfV - b\.)PiWn. < b\. \Fh---Fm).

The second term in the product exceeds 1 — b^f, by an argument like the one

for the case 0<7<1. Choosing then Him) large enough so that

ibk'/bk'-m-)il + bl./fk'hk.)    <    1   +   c/f1Jiy~1)

it will follow that

PiFk | Fh ■ ■ ■ Fm) >(1 - 2«)e^*7'^-1'CP(Ft).

Verification of conditions (3) of Chung-Erdos calls for a slightly different

treatment than before.

Lemma f. Let t, k, and I be greater than zero, then

(6i) Pi-t <wm< - k,wr< -i) < Piwm < - k)P(jvZnT<r^v+~[):

For if Pm(x) is the distribution function of Wn, due to the independence

of the random variables we can write the left-hand side as

j    Fr-mi-l - x)dFmix) g Fmi-k)Fr-mi-l + t)

since the random variables x are positive. Now again let

1/7 1/7

Pr =  PiWnk <   ~  bnkfnk,  Wn,  <   ~ bRrfnr )..

We note that for all k, Wnt^ —nkix. Thus by Lemma f:

1/7 1/7

Pr < PiWnk <   ~  bnkfnk)PiWnr-nk  <   ~  bntfnr    + »*i").

For

/KOI l       -^   J.      .l/TCl-D 1/7(T-D
(62) bnr  >   bn„fnr >   »*^nr

we have
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— b„r\pnr    + nkp  <   —  bnTpn, (1  ~  p/fnr )■

The right-hand side factor in the above product of probabilities is thus less

than

P(tfVn* <   " bnr-n/n7(l  " m/iC"" ))

~Ci(exp [-kyciy/y - l])P(IF„r < - bn/J?)

by Lemma c', (8) and (9). We consider next the case in which (62) does not

hold, i.e.

(64) o„r < bn/Jy(y~1}.

Let Qk denote the set of such indices r. We evaluate an upper bound for the

number of indices contained in Qk. From (55) we get the double inequality:

(65)      bik n (i + a/+n'rl)) ̂ c < C n a + mT~\

and hence

(66) (r - *) S (2y/a) lg (o„r/oBl).

Applying (53) we find that the total number of indices in Qk does not ex-

ceed C2 (lg lg bnk)1+". We consider now the subset Q\ of Qk for which:

(67) bnr > qbnk

where g = exp [a(y — l)/4yb]. By Lemma f we have:

PT  <  P(W„k   <   -  bn/nk)P(Wnr-nk  <   ~  bn/lj(I   -   q'^))

+ P(Wnk < - Kj%q~m) =1 + 11.

Now,

(68) I < P(Wnk < - K&) exp [-Mi^d - q-m)yny-U}

whereas

II  <  P(Wnk   <   ~   bnk(bnr/bnk)inyq~112)

< P(Wnk  <   ~   bnk+n?qVi)

(69) 1/2(T-1) ,. ,1/(7-1)   7/2(7-1)1
<c$pnr        exp L~Mnr     q        J

„     -l/2(7-D< r 1/(7-1),,   , ,. ,1/(7-1),   7/2(7-1) ..i)
< Crfnt {exp [ - ky^nk       ]}{exp [ - kyf„r       (q - 1) J}

/-   D/Tir       ^ 1     l1/T\ r      t.   .Vf-1*/  T/2(7-D ..i
= C4P(IFnt < - bnkypnk) exp [-^Br       (? - 1)].

(53), (68), and (69) combine to give:
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£     Pr <  2CiPiW„k <   - bn/il)        £     (lg hr)-"y
rGQti rGoJ

(70) <   2C6P(IFBt   <   -  bnkfnk) (lg lg bnk) ̂'(lg *„tf ^

< MlPiWnk   <   ~   bnkfn'k)

where £7 = min {il-q-ll2yi^~1)/2, iqyMi-»-l)/2} and use is made of the

considerations in the paragraph following (66). The rest of our argument is

now nearly the same as in the case 0<7<1. We refer back to those pages

for the detailed steps of the proof. We have yet to consider the set Q\ of

for which b„r<qbnk. For such r it follows from (66) that:

(71) ir- k)< fiqbnf"-1-'(7 - l)/4ft < fl^^b.

We can then expand both sides of the inequalities (65) to obtain:

(72) bnMy + l)(r - ft)/7V-r(1,_1>] < K - bnk < bjh+lbir - V/yfl^

and

(73) nr — nk < 2       b{r — k)nk/fnk

hence

j. ^ n t m1/7a    ,.V7(r-H
bnr-nk   < Coir  ~   k)       bnjfnk

We again let A be a constant less than b; for rGQt we break up the probabil-

ity Pr into two parts. The first part is less than

P'r   =   PiWnk   <   ~   bnkfTkH   +   ir~   VA/flT"))

and hence

(74) £   P'r<d exp [-kyCiir - k)]PiWnt < - ft,tiC)

< MlPiWnk  <   ~   bnkfnk).

The remainder of Pr is by Lemma f inferior to:

£      PiWnk  <   ~   bn/n'k)PiWnr-nk  <   ~   K^ + bnkfnk.
r£«J

•(l + (r-*M/f21CT"1)))

< PiWnk   <   ~   bnkfTk)       £      PiWn,-nk
r£0t

< ~   bnr-nkibnJbnr-nk)Czir -   k)/fnk )

< PiWnk   <   ~   bnkfnhk)       £      PiWnr-nk  <   ~   cAr_„*(r -   k)^^),
rGcS
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where c2, cz, and c\ are positive, by (72) and (73). Hence

(75) (74) < M3P(Wnt < - bnkiJk).

(63), (70), (74), and (75) together verify conditions c of Chung-Erdos.

4. Strong upper bounds for Sn and Wn.

Theorem III. Let \p(n) | », $(n)/n I 0. Then

0 < y < 1;        P(Sn > bn/Hbn)lly i.o.) = 0 or 1,

1 < 7 < 2;       P(Wn > bn1*(bnyiy i.o.) =0 or 1

as

/l -dx<co  or = ».
i     x^(x)

(77ws condition is equivalent to: Z» ^(2n) < °° or = oo.)

5. Application to recurrent events. Let now the r.v. Xx be the first recur-

rence time of a recurrent event 6. Let TVn be the number of occurrences of £

in the first n trials. The following inverse relations hold between 7V„ and Sn:

Nn > m <=► Sm < n,
(76)

N„ < m+±Sm > n.

Theorems I^nd II can then be reformulated as follows:

Theorem I': Let 0<7<1, let <p(n) | oo, then

P(Nn ^ ny<t>(bn)/h(n)i.o.) = 0 or 1

as Ii(<p) < °° or = oo.

Theorem II': Let 1 <7<2, let <f>(n) j oo, then

P(Nn ^ (n/p) - (n>iy/p<-y+^iy)<j>(bn)i.o.) = 0 or 1,

as 72(0) < °° or =00.

These theorems give an answer to the problem raised by Feller [3, p. 115]

in the case where the function h(x) satisfies the restrictions stated in the intro-

duction of this paper.
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